Abstract. 2014 Anomalous diffusion in presence of a (fractal) boundary is investigated. Asymptotic behaviour of the survival probability and current through an absorbing boundary are exactly calculated in specific examples. They agree with recent findings related with anomalous Warburg impedance experiments. The autocorrelation function for sites near the boundary is carefully discussed ; in presence of reflecting boundary conditions it can be different from the (spatial) average of the autocorrelation at variance with the normal diffusion case. Interesting issues from a methodological point of view are discussed in the renormalization groups analysis. Scaling arguments are given relating various exponents.
Anomalous diffusion in presence of boundary conditions A. Giacometti (1) Very recently the old problem of diffusion impedance (Warburg impedance) [1] has regained much attention in the framework of fractal geometry [2] [3] [4] [5] .
There exists both numerical and experimental [2] evidence that the long time behaviour of the Faradaic current, J(t), across a fractal surface, scales like where ds is the fractal dimension of the surface. Some heuristic considerations [2] [3] [4] and rather simple exactly solvable models [2, 3] , have been suggested in order to justify equation (1) .
In reference [4] it has been shown that the survival probability, PS(t), of a particle starting at random near the boundary has the same asymptotic behaviour of J( t ) and that the a -exponent is related to Concerning the behaviour of the survival probability Ps(t), some heuristic arguments [4] suggest that the power law decay is now different from the one of J(t), and that is should be characterized by the new exponent Our aim is three-fold : to present exactly solvable models (two-and three-dimensional Sierpinski gaskets) where the scaling relations obtained in reference [4] are verified. We think it is always welcome to have examples confirming scaling laws and indirectly the arguments leading to them. Indeed as mentioned in reference [4] a straightforward generalization of preexistig arguments leading to equation (1) [2] does not lead to equation (2) .
If the waiting-time is an effect due to the presence of a self-similar distribution of symmetric transition rates between neighbouring sites then the arguments of reference [4] would suggest in this case P s(t) '" J(t) '" t-a with a given by equation (2) . We will give an example that this indeed occurs while other « bulk properties » like the average over sites of the autocorrelation function and the mean end-to-end distance after a time t behave like in the related waitingtime problem.
Last but not least the renormalization group (R.G.) analysis of diffusion in presence of boundary conditions is not a simple modification to be done in the already existing cases [7] . A first example of it was given some time ago in reference [6] .
In section 2 the one dimensional case will be discussed in order to exemplify how the implementation of a R.G. analysis must be done when boundary conditions are properly treated. An application to the Huberman and Kerszberg [8] model of ultradiffusion is done and some asymptotic behaviours are compared with those found for the related waiting-time problem already discussed in reference [6] . In section 3 the two-and three-dimensional Sierpinski gasket is studied where besides an absorbing boundary also a hierarchical distribution of waiting time is present. In a sense our results could be considered complementary to those of reference [7] where In equation (7) a x = 1 (lù ) = â ( w ) has been written in order to start with the minimal subset of parameters entering the master equation (6) which remains invariant under R.G. recursions. Pathological role played by x = 1 in fact, could make a (lù ) =F a (.w ) under R.G. transformations even if actually the initial condition for the flow is lX (lù ) = a ( w ). It is easy to see that the choice a (lù) = 1 + lù corresponds to a reflecting barrier at x = 0. The Gaussian model related to this problem is described by the reduced Hamiltonian Indeed using the identity one sees that pxo 'Q x&#x3E; satisfies the same equation as G Xo, x (lù) for h = h 1 = 0.
A R.G. transformation can be obtained by decimating the field variables in a subset E of sites and recasting the effective Hamiltonian, for the surviving field variables 'P', in the form (8a) with renormalized parameters {a a', h', h Í}.
If the set of even sites Eeven is chosen as subset E, the following recursions for a and a are found :
(1) The coefficients a,,(w ) should not be confused with the exponents in equations (2) (2) The identification of À H is obvious since h' = A H h. [8, 9] and solved by an exact R.G. in reference [10] . It exibits a « dynamical phase transition » at R = Rc = 1 /2 between an anomalous diffusion regime (R Rc ) and a normal diffusion one (R &#x3E; Rc ) [9, 10] . 0) is the stable fixed point implying an asymptotic behaviour for the average end-to-end distance after a large time t with [10] leading to the above mentioned « dynamical phase transition » at R = Rc = 1/2 [9, 10] . From equation (15) We believe these two last examples are instructive at least for two reasons : i) in spite of having the same « bulk properties » that could also be obtainable by heuristic arguments of references [7] and [6] they have completely different « surface properties ». We would like to remark that such a difference was already partially guessed on the basis of numerical simulations by Havlin and Ben-Avrahan [12] but never explained. ii) Renormalization group techniques we have applied, explicitly exhibits the care that must be payed to the boundary conditions. This is uncommon expecially because most of the subtleties related to an exact R.G. are lost in approximate approaches. 3 . Sierpinski gaskets with boundary conditions. Let us consider now an example of diffusion on a fractal structure. With reference to figure 2, consider a 2-dimensional Sierpinski gasket with a side aA acting like a perfecting absorbing surface. We assume that the particle could start the walk in each of the site belonging to aA = {.xo: Iy-xol = 1, ye aA} with equal probability.
If A is the bulk, define Em as the set of sites x belonging to A, such that x is a vertex of a m-th order triangle (m = 0, 1, 2,... ) ; a hierarchical distribution of waiting times is obtained by assigning a probability qx = T m to jump when the particle is one a site x belonging to Em [7] . Thus Tm is the waiting time on sites of Em. It can be further assumed where z = 4, 2 before the first decimation is performed, corresponding to absorbing and reflecting boundary conditions respectively. The probability of being trapped in 3A, after a t-step walk, Q (t), satisfies :
as it can be inferred by using the constraint of conservation of the total probability. By means of (5) and our définition of the initial conditions, we get from (33) : where 1 aA 1 is the number of sites on the surface and 8 x. aA is 1 if x e 6A and zero otherwise.
As we learnt from the one dimensional case the decimation procedure consists of the elimination of the whole set Eo, including atl, in favour of Em (m &#x3E; 0 ) ; the whole system is thereby scaled by a factor 2. This leads to new expression G x,, ax, «' in terms of After some manipulations the recursion equations, in the limit w --&#x3E; 0, are : where and Rn is defined as follows :
The recursions for w and Tn's are obtained by imposing Ti = 1 while the ones for T and z are derived from the recursion for à by requiring j' = z' (1 + w' T' ).
It is important to stress that the G's renormalization is determined by the inhomogeneous term in equation (36) If Rn = R recursion equations (38b-d) imply that the stable fixed point describing the asymptotic behaviour w -0 is T1* = Max ( l, R -2 ), where the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix associated to the linearized recursion gives the diffusion exponent defined through the scaling law rl(t) -t'l dw of the average square distance travelled by the particle after a long time t.
As expected a « dynamical phase transition » at Rc = 3 [9, 10, 7] arises, separating the normal and anomalous regime.
In the following we will call dwO) the diffusion exponent in equation (42) when R Rc. The result (42) has already been given by Robillard and Tremblay [7] . We point out, however that neither boundary conditions nor magnetic exponents have been discussed in their work.
In view of the fixed points quoted above, it is straightforward to derive the long time behaviour of survival probability, which is found out to be strongly connected with the value z* = 13/3. Indeed equation (35) at the fixed point yields :
where Q is the discrete Laplace transform of Q and which satisfies, by using the recursion equations (38a, b) at the fixed point :
Equations (43), (45) A decimation of Eo similar to the one performed in the one-dimensional case, yields the previous recursions and a new couple of recursion equations involving h and h 1. In the limit w -0 and at the fixed point, these latter turn out to be : independent of T * ! ! . Thus bulk and surface magnetic exponents are which can be thought as generalization of the standard Euclidean case [4] .
As shown in reference [4] the current arriving at the absorbing wall for initially uniform distribution of particles through the fractal, scales like J(t) -t-" with and using equation (50a, b) which generalizes equation (1) Instead of (42) we have (see also Ref. [7] Given the asymptotic law (54b) a simple theorem (see e.g. [11] ) states that the asymptotic behaviour of the first retum probability, F6A, will be It is crucial to observe that, by definition, F6A cannot depend on the boundary conditions and thus the scaling laws in equation (55) [14] .
